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Drilled Down: Old School

Climate Denial Is Back

Two things the media and much of the climate movement tends to
dismiss as long past—old-school climate denial and the coal lobby

—are still around and having a bit of a renaissance.

Still from CO2 Coalition promotional video

Over the past month or so, thanks in large part to the work of reporter
Michael Thomas, the Internet has rediscovered an effort that's been
underfoot for more than a decade: the coal-funded attack on clean
energy. In a few viral Twitter threads, Thomas has focused on the
work of two longtime anti-renewables campaigners, John Droz and
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Kevon Martis, who have spent the past 15 years or so fighting
renewable energy projects at the local level (and convincing and
training others to do the same).

I first heard about Martis and Droz through Scott Peterson at Checks

and Balances Project, back in 2018 when he was digging into the
sudden, successful backlash against wind energy in Ohio and
Michigan. They're still going strong (Droz is now a member of the CO2
Coalition as well) and, according to Thomas, gaining steam. I suspect
we'll see a resurgence of anti-renewable activity as the fossil fuel
industry looks to leverage the Inflation Reduction Act incentives for
gas and dampen the benefit of the Act for renewables. So it's a good
time to look at where that work fits in the broader climate
countermovement.

When I look at both Droz's and Martis's presentations, what I see are
the fingerprints of a guy who predates both of them in the anti-climate
battle: Steve Milloy. Which is interesting because Milloy also happens
to be the highest-paid staffer at the same organization where Martis
is a senior fellow: Energy & Environment Legal Institute (E&E Legal),
previously known as the American Tradition Institute—the
organization that went after climate scientists like James Hansen,
Michael Mann, and Katharine Hayhoe in the early aughts, trying to
discredit them, and climate science in general. E&E Legal is also
affiliated or sharing counsel with the Energy & Environment Action

Team, the Free Market Environmental Law Clinic, and the
Competitive Enterprise Institute. Droz, Martis, E&E, and CEI turn up on
all sorts of documents and letters together, too, and Milloy and Droz

are both frequent speakers at Heartland Institute events.

According to the most recent 990 on file for E&E Legal, Milloy is
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pulling in close to half a million dollars a year from his role as a board
member and senior policy fellow there. Their "Videos" section is
dominated by Milloy's regular appearances "debunking" climate
science on Fox News, Newsmax, and OAN. E&E Legal has received
funding from Arch Coal, Peabody Coal, and the Koch brothers-funded
Donors Trust.

Lately I've been thinking a lot about two things the media and much of
the climate movement tends to dismiss as long past—old-school
climate denial and the coal lobby. Both are not only still around, but
seem to be having a bit of a renaissance. This ad that the Heartland
Institute started running earlier this month, for example, looks like
something you might have seen in the early 2000s:
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And for at least a couple of decades, Heartland's longtime warrior
Milloy has been at the intersection of the coal lobby and climate denial.
Although he's often laughed off as something of a clown (he likes to
call environmentalists "watermelons," green on the outside but red in
the middle, and go on social media tirades against the "climate
bedwetters"), Milloy is also lurking in the background of the climate
denial resurgence.

Among Milloy's many claims to infamy is the fact that he is the
architect of the proposed EPA "secret science" rule, something he's
been pushing since the late 1990s. As Naomi Oreskes, who covered
Milloy in her book Merchants of Doubt, pointed out in 2018, the
proposal seemed reasonable on its face but was actually intended to
do something Milloy has wanted to do for decades: erode the
credibility of epidemiological studies, in order to erode the credibility of
science, period. For Milloy, as with everything he does, it was also in
service of his longtime goal: rolling back air pollution regulations. He
came very close to getting his way under Trump, and I suspect we
haven't seen the last of it.

A core Milloy belief is that EPA scientists are basically biased in favor
of more regulation, and therefore can't be trusted. It's an idea that
comes up over and over in Martis's and Droz's presentations, too.
Check out the cover of one of Droz's presentations, taking aim at a
state-level environmental policy, for example:
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and compare it with the way Milloy talks about federal environmental
policy in one of his many Wall Street Journal op-eds:

I interviewed Milloy a couple years back, when he was basking in the
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I interviewed Milloy a couple years back, when he was basking in the
glory of multiple wins under President Trump, posting pictures with his
pals inside the Environmental Protection Agency and bragging about
"eating the greens' lunch."A perfect example of the bizarre place Milloy
holds on the right: he says he was a member of Trump's EPA transition
team, and the leader of that team, Myron Ebell, the Director of Global
Warming and International Environmental Policy at the Competitive
Enterprise Institute, confirmed that claim to me, but Trump's EPA
would never confirm nor deny his presence on the team. According to
Milloy, though, he "was the only person on the team with a
background in EPA science, so I was brought on to write the science
part of the transition plan."

When reporter Paul Thacker covered controversial toxicologist (and
Milloy pal) Ed Calabrese's studies being embraced by the Trump EPA,
he told me he was surprised to see how much respect the rightwing
climate denier universe showed Milloy. "He's like one of their warriors,
that's one of the things that really struck me when I was writing about
these Calabrese emails," Thacker told me at the time. "He's sort of
their prince."

During the Trump administration, the prince of the climate deniers
made a lot of his long-held dreams come true. There was EPA
declining to tighten their air pollution standards, the rollback of
mercury regulations, and then the 2018 disbanding of the EPA's
Particulate Matter Review Panel, or as Milloy put it to me: "Blowing out
that particulate matter sub-panel, another huge win."

"I’ve got huge wins under my belt, it's been tremendously satisfying for
me,” he said.

When I asked him if he thought Republicans would take up the secret
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science proposal again, if and when they regained power of the
government, Milloy replied, "That is on my agenda."

Also on the agenda? De-funding the EPA and handing environmental
regulation over to the states. Milloy says the environment in which the
EPA was created 50 years ago is not the one we're living in today.
"The environment is clean," he says. "We know what's dangerous and
what is not, or how to quickly determine that issue when it arises.
Every state has a strong environment agency. The U.S. EPA should be
dramatically reduced in size and authority, with most of its
responsibilities delegated to states."

Advocates who work on environmental issues at the state level
disagree. Take methane regulations: "Nobody has the staff resources
to regulate methane emissions or VOCs [volatile organic compounds]
from oil and gas drilling," says Sharon Wilson, who tracks methane
emissions for the nonprofit Earthworks. She points to New Mexico as a
recent example. "New Mexico just passed methane rules that look
really good on paper. But they have five employees—five—to go out
and inspect and regulate the entire state's oil and gas industry, which
is expansive."

More than anything, of course, Milloy wants to win his lifelong battle
against air pollution regulations. One of his earliest jobs was running
The Advancement of Sound Science Center (TASSC), which was
created by Philip Morris and their PR firm APCO in the 1990s to deal
with the mounting evidence that linked secondhand smoke and, more
broadly, indoor air pollution, to cancer. The secondhand smoke issue
brought the tobacco industry together with lots of other industries that
were worried about air pollution regulation—automotive,
manufacturing, and, of course, fossil fuels. Which is how Milloy,
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working for the tobacco industry, became one of the first leaders of the
climate countermovement.

And fairly early on, Milloy connected the dots on air pollution and
climate change, especially around the subject of particulate matter,
microscopic particles in the atmosphere that are tiny enough to be
inhaled. Particulate matter and greenhouse gas emissions are mostly
generated by the same activity—the combustion of fossil fuels—which
is why Milloy has said  “PM2.5 is more important than CO2 on climate
regulations.” His fear was that while climate policy had proven easy to
beat back, industry was unlikely to be so lucky with air pollution;
confusing people about atmospheric carbon is one thing, convincing
them to embrace dirty air is something else altogether.

That sub-panel that Milloy "blew out" went ahead and published their
work in the New England Journal of Medicine shortly after Trump left
office. “We unequivocally and unanimously concluded that the current
PM2.5 standards do not adequately protect public health," they wrote.
Under Biden, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC)
agreed, and the EPA is in the process of strengthening the standards.
According to Milloy, who backed a suit against the EPA trying to force
the EPA to reinstate Trump appointees to the CASAC, it's all
predicated on fraudulent science.  And if he were just one dude
shouting on Twitter, it would be easy to dismiss, but this is a guy the
Republican Party is likely to tap to restructure—or dismantle—the EPA
if and when they regain power.

“What I think the right wing has done is try to saw the legs off the
infrastructure that holds up environmental decision-making,” said Eric
Schaeffer, a longtime EPA employee-turned-whistle blower and
executive director of the nonprofit Environmental Integrity Project. “It’s

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsb2011009
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hard to attack clean air and clean water, they don’t want to do that, so
they suggest the science is flawed, make it about ‘secret science.’ It’s
decades of that, and then you wind up in the middle of a pandemic
and it’s like … we’re seeing right now the impacts of a decades-long
campaign to undermine science.”

Although it was a front group for Philip Morris, TASSC also included
oil, chemical, and automotive companies, like Exxon, Dow, and GM, all
working together to counteract efforts to regulate air pollution. In
1996, RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company was a funder of Milloy's website,
JunkScience.com, which he still runs today. Memos outlining the
creation of TASCC could pass as mission statements for Milloy's
enterprise today, too. "It must be part of a larger mosaic that
concentrates all of the EPA's enemies against it at one time."

TASCC operated under the principle that if an economic argument
can't keep regulation at bay, your next best move is to undermine the
science that regulation is based on. And almost as soon as he started
working on air pollution, Milloy had new science to contend with: a
1993 epidemiological study that looked at 8,000 people across six
American cities and found that exposure to fine particulate matter—
PM2.5, or soot—was correlated to reduced life expectancy. Not what
you want to hear when the companies you work for sell the products
that produce PM2.5: cigarettes, cars, coal, and oil.

Milloy started by picking apart the methodology: the subject group
was too small, researchers hadn't controlled for other factors, and
epidemiology's reliance on observational data makes it suspect in
general. He manufactured controversy around the researchers keeping

https://www.industrydocuments.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/#id=qgbb0097
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their data private. And he targeted the scientists themselves,
particularly lead researcher Steven Dockery and one of the
statisticians involved, C. Arden Pope, calling them fraudsters.

But it's hard to discredit scientists who are, themselves, incredulous of
their findings. “In all honesty, we were not even willing to lick the
stamp on the manuscript [of the Harvard Six Cities study] because the
result seemed so… It wasn't that it was absurd. It's just that it was a
bit bigger than we expected, and we were a bit concerned about it,”
Pope told me. That led the researchers to ask the American Cancer
Society to re-run the analsysis with their own, independently collected
cohort of subjects.They got similar results, and so did the Health
Effects Institute, an organization half-funded by the EPA, and half-
funded by the automotive industry. Milloy kept fighting it, but nothing
worked. In 1997 the EPA passed its first regulation on particulate
matter. It has tightened those regulations every eight years or so, right
up until Scott Pruitt decided not to in 2018 (one of the Trump EPA
moves that Milloy counts as a personal win).

Also during the 1990s, Milloy produced the paper that would become
the basis for the "secret science" proposal at Trump's EPA. He was
contracted by the Department of Energy to write it, but says when he
submitted it to an EPA full of Clinton appointees, they wouldn't publish
it, "because I said regulations were based on politics and not science.
So, I decided to cut my contract and publish it on my own," he said. "It
got picked up in the Wall Street Journal and that’s what sort of
launched me into whatever I am today.”

25 years later, he "put it in the transition plan and talked with Pruitt
about it,"Milloy said.

It wasn't new science or a new strategy that handed Milloy a win after

https://www.healtheffects.org/system/files/SR-PartIAppE.pdf
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It wasn't new science or a new strategy that handed Milloy a win after
25 years. It wasn't new evidence that finally vindicated him, it was
just…access. Being on the Trump EPA transition team enabled him to
smuggle in all sorts of ideas from his pals, including James Enstrom, a
tobacco-industry funded scientist who published one of the few
studies contradicting the Six Cities data. While Milloy points to
Enstrom’s study as proof that Pope et al are peddlers of “junk science,”
Pope points to the 25 years worth of additional studies that have
consistently replicated the Six Cities result, and says Enstrom "has a
six year follow-up that he published in this sort of obscure journal a
year or so ago. And he just barely doesn't get statistical significance.
And so reports that [PM 2.5] has no effect.”

That obscure journal that put out Enstrom's paper is published by
another friend of Milloy's, that toxicologist I mentioned before, Ed
Calabrese, whose (mostly industry-funded) research focuses on the
idea that a little bit of pollution and radiation are actually good for you.
Calabrese's journal, Dose-Response, where he publishes his own
research, published Enstrom's PM 2.5 study in 2017. When Trump EPA
administrator Scott Pruitt announced in 2018 that the agency would
not strengthen the regulations on particulate matter, he cited
Enstrom's study as justification for the science on PM2.5 being "too
uncertain" to act upon.

Almost as soon as the U.S. government began to mandate quarantine
in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Milloy took to Twitter to warn
that Covid lockdown would lead to climate lockdown, and to take aim
at one of his favorite scientific targets: epidemiology.

Aside from political ideology— Milloy says that while he started out

https://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-secret-science-20190219-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-secret-science-20190219-story.html
https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/20211014-ISDG-25-Climate-Lockdown-Part-1-V92.pdf
https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1427661568167325699?s=20&t=G69AudjhgKzi-VpSfcHQDA
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Aside from political ideology— Milloy says that while he started out
apolitical he’s now a “full blown conservative, libertarian, free market
guy,”—there’s also a PM 2.5 connection with Covid. Early in the
pandemic, Harvard released a study correlating PM 2.5 exposure with
increased risk of death from the virus.

Milloy's wins on PM2.5 under President Trump illustrate just how much
of the U.S. regulatory apparatus the administration was able to
dismantle in a short amount of time, but they're an indicator of
something else too: a willingness to go further than conservatives ever
have in the battle against environmental regulation, to actually go
ahead and attack clean air and water. Why? In a word, climate. If the
Supreme Court does, as many expect it to, eventually, overturn the
precedent set by Massachusetts v EPA, which granted the EPA the
right to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, one of the remaining
ways for the EPA to get at CO2 is to regulate particulate matter. Both
are emitted via the combustion of fossil fuels. Which is a big part of
the reason Milloy, a longtime lobbyist for coal, has focused on blocking
PM 2.5 regulations since 1990. As he put it to me recently: "PM2.5 is
the most important backdoor science scheme for regulating fossil fuel
emissions."

I don't recall seeing a lot of anti-renewables rhetoric from Milloy over
the years, but since his arrival at E&E in 2016, it's become a mainstay
of his public presence. Just this week, in fact, he described proposed
onshore wind farms in the UK with a list of Kevon Martis's greatest
hits, warning that it would "junk up beautiful countryside with ugly,
expensive, climatically pointless and bird-killing wind turbines."

Another sign of what's next: Milloy, Droz, E&E Legal and the

https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1596180005931061254?s=20&t=-SrSpP7AdthHNKlov10Y2g
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Another sign of what's next: Milloy, Droz, E&E Legal and the
Competitive Enterprise Instiute have joined the fight against
Environmental, Sustainability, and Governance (ESG) guidelines in the
finance industry as well. Milloy says it's a "leftist scam." And E&E
Legal, Droz, Heartland and CEI teamed up on a letter to the SEC
recently, arguing that: "The Commission’s current proposal [to
standardize climate disclosures in finance] is similar to much previous
ESG activism in that it uses the language of business and financial
management in order to suggest that it seeks practical, prosperity-
enhancing goals, but is actually animated by environmental theory
that is hostile to hydrocarbon energy and industrial development per
se for moral and ideological reasons."

Groups like CEI, E&E Legal, Heartland Institute, and various others in
the free-market, libertarian universe sprung into action against ESG in
2020 after mostly ignoring it for years. It was the SEC's move to
standardize climate risk disclosure and ESG guidance, to make it
auditable and enforceable, to, in effect, finally make ESG real that was
the problem. Prior to the Commission's finding in 2020 that
inconsistencies and fragmentation in climate-related disclosures had
led to just the sort of confusion amongst investors that the SEC was
created to address, ESG was just a handy greenwashing tool for
polluting companies and industries. It rarely, if ever, caught the
attention of these groups.

No surprise to see Milloy and E&E Legal hopping onboard now though:
like all of their other efforts, the anti-ESG push has been led and

largely funded by coal. Earlier this year, Documented published its
investigation into how state treasurers in coal states became the
frontline warriors in this fight. Attorneys general in those states have
gotten involved now, too.

https://twitter.com/JunkScience/status/1596192381225009152?s=20&t=-mAzM1X-CAjxL5_Fnly7UA
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj9yL2P0cr7AhWxsDEKHQMRDzwQFnoECAoQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2Fcomments%2Fs7-10-22%2Fs71022-20131635-302011.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0xYv6k41x71L7-FvFgOrMZ
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/05/briefing/climate-change-republicans.html
https://documented.net/investigations/sfof-resources-and-evidence-3
https://wvrecord.com/stories/628683938-morrisey-files-supplemental-comments-to-sec-following-supreme-court-victory
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There's a small group of lone wolf climate denier dudes whose work I
follow because it's a pretty decent bellwether of where the climate
countermovement is headed next. Milloy is one of them, and his talking
points in recent years have cycled through the following themes:
climate change is a hoax, Covid (and related mitigation measures) is a
hoax, ESG and renewables are a scam, and Americans should be
concerned about election integrity. By connecting all of these to
conservative identity, operatives like Milloy, and the various groups
they work with and for, have managed to breathe new life into ideas
thought to be buried in the past, from the notion that CO2 is actually
good for the planet to the idea that wind turbines are dangerous for
birds to plain old garden variety climate denial.

                 ***

As a longtime climate journalist on the accountability beat, I often see
things come up in headlines that I recognize from past research, or
that I realize I've got additional background info or reporting on. When
that happens, I'll be sharing deep dives like this with members. At
some point, I might need to put it behind a paywall, but I'd prefer not
to! If you can afford to support our ongoing work on these issues,
please consider it.

Support our work!

https://www.drilledpodcast.com/#/portal/account/plans
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Sarah Brotman • 24 days ago

• Reply •

Love this post! Thanks so much for sharing. Reminds me a lot of Planet Days
(https://substack.com/sign-i... in its format and content. Can't wait to read next week's!

 2△ ▽

amywestervelt  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Sarah Brotman

Thank you! And awesome, was not familiar with that one but will check it out!
 1△ ▽

Pat Frank • 6 days ago
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Pat Frank • 6 days ago

• Reply •

Some actual science: "Propagation of Error and the Reliability of Global Air Temperature
Projections"
https://www.frontiersin.org... Peer-reviewed, published, and correct.

Climate models have no predictive value.

No one knows what, if anything, CO2 emissions have done, are doing, or will do to the climate.
Except make the whole world greener.

It's not science denial to express the factual judgment from science, even when it contradicts your
envi-religion.

All the screaming, yelling, character assassination, blighted landscapes, ruined livelihoods, and
general immiseration in the name of saving the planet from CO2 emissions is all for nothing. All.
For. Nothing.

 1△  ▽ 2

Amy Westervelt   • 6 days ago

• Reply •

Mod > Pat Frank

I've read this paper, and seen you and other WUWT folks post it several times in several
places, but have yet to see a compelling response to the primary critique of the
methodology with respect to time scale. Have you addressed somewhere the critique that,
if you can get wildly different results based on the chosen timescale, then the method is
flawed? https://moyhu.blogspot.com/...

 2△ ▽

Pat Frank  • 5 days ago> Amy Westervelt

Well, it appears Disqus is an unreliable interlocutor. Maybe it’s Climate Change™.
Here’s what they didn’t transmit.

In your mohyu link, Amy, Nick Stokes claims that averages don’t have a
denominator and shows no understanding that errors propagate through iterative
calculations.

In Nick’s updated red-texted “clear and important error,” his first sentence is wrong.
All of the data in Lauer and Hamilton (2013) are presented as the annual average of
20 years of data, including average of error. All of it.

Look at the paper, see for yourself: http://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI... If you like, I'll send
you the pdf.

An annual average of 20 years of data is [(sum of data across 20 years)/20 years] =
datum-average per year.
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• Reply •

The error unit is Watts/m². Sum of 20 years of Watts/m² error, divided by 20 years =
Watts per meter-squared per year = W/m²-year¯¹. Nick doesn’t grasp that simple
relation.

We discussed his assertion extensively back in 2019, here:
https://wattsupwiththat.com...

Nick’s claim is wrong. He even admitted in passing that he was wrong. See for
yourself. But three years on, his site is uncorrected and continues to mislead.

I went to mohyu, once, to engage Nick directly. He deleted my comment. That was
enlightening. I’ve stayed away since.

I have 45.5 MB of evidence that climate modelers are not competent to evaluate the
physical reliability of their own models.

Even the distinction between accuracy and precision is foreign to them. The proof of
that is in their papers. They present precision and call it accuracy.

I described their shocking ignorance here: https://wattsupwiththat.com...

If you want the 45.5 MB of evidence, let me know. I’ll email you the link.

This is the real story, Amy. Climate modelers do not model the climate. The IPCC
don’t know what they’re talking about. That last is a scientifically exact conclusion.

It's all for nothing.
△ ▽

Amy Westervelt   • 5 days ago

• Reply •

Mod > Pat Frank

Very interesting, thank you (and apologies for the slow reply, got held up with
other work yesterday). I'm curious how you explain, then, that so many of the
models from the 1980s accurately predicted exactly what we're seeing
today. For example the stuff Hoffert et al worked on for Exxon -- is that an
example of what you'd call the difference between accuracy and precision?
And yes, would love to see evidence -- my email is
amywestervelt@protonmail.com. Thanks!
△ ▽

Pat Frank  • 5 days ago • edited> Amy Westervelt

Hi Amy -- I wasn't aware of Martin Hoffert's work, but looked it up through
Google Scholar.
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• Reply •

Prof. Hoffert published his CO₂ modeling work in 1980 (not 1981), but never
worked for Exxon. Prof. Hoffert's Biography.

Prof. Hoffert's work is impressive. Lots of analytical theorizing. But it's 1980.
His work assumes ceteris paribus. Nothing changes as CO₂ increases
except radiative forcing.

His climate model (like all current GCMs) is heavily parameterized. Outcomes
depend on the choice of parameters. And the physical theory is deficient.

Nowhere in his paper does one find a physically valid uncertainty envelope
around his plots. Not even precision (model variability about an ensemble
mean).

How is anyone to judge the predictive validity of his simulations when there
is no statement of physical uncertainty?

In Jim Hansen's criticism of Michael Crichton (pdf), he says the
correspondence between his 1988 Model II Scenario B projection, and the
observed temperature trend since 1988, "is fortuitous." I.e., by good luck,
not good physics. GISS Model II is contemporary with Prof. Hoffert's model.

During a general climate warming trend, any model built to portray climate
warming will be able to follow observations so long as the slope of the trend
remains about constant.

GCMs are tuned to reproduce the 20th century air temperature trend (Jeffrey
Kiehl, 2007). Given that, they'll reproduce a continuing warming trend but
their temperature projections will have no particular predictive relevance.
Fortuitous.

There is no physical theory of the climate; most especially of hydrology and
convection. So long as that is true, the effect of CO₂ emissions (if any) will be
impossible to calculate.

The ice-age record shows that changes in CO₂ invariably trail changes in air
temperature; an empirical falsification that climate modelers have invariably
hand-waved away.

The terrestrial climate has warmed and cooled several times during the
Holocene. The present warming is not unusual, at all.

AGW has no scientific case.
△ ▽ Share ›
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△ ▽

Amy Westervelt   • 5 days ago

• Reply •

Mod > Pat Frank

Just to clarify, Prof Hoffert was a consultant for Exxon from about 1979-
1999. He wasn't on staff there, but he was a consultant on retainer, and co-
published several papers with their researchers (both he and Exxon
confirmed this to me a few years ago). This is an interesting critique, though,
I'm going to ask him to respond, thanks!
△ ▽

Pat Frank  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Amy Westervelt

"an interesting critique"

By the way, Amy, my 2019 paper is an analytical elaboration of exactly that
uncertainty critique.
△ ▽

Pat Frank  • 6 days ago

• Reply •

> Amy Westervelt

Thanks for your quick response, Amy.

Lauer and Hamilton (2013) take 20-year annual averages (or means) throughout
their paper. That includes average error.

That is, 20 years of error summed and then divided by 20 = average error per year.
So, Nick's first sentence in red is wrong.

Next, I dealt explicitly with Nick's "year" critique during our exchange at WUWT.
back in 2019. See the discussion and correction here:
https://wattsupwiththat.com...

Nick has known since 2019 that his critique was wrong, but 3 years on and it's still
there.

I once went to moyhu to engage his criticisms, and Nick just deleted my comment.
That was enlightening. I've since stayed away.

I have 45.5 MB of evidence showing that climate modelers are not competent to
evaluate the physical reliability of their own models, Amy. The distinction between
precision and accuracy is foreign to them.
△ ▽

Pat Frank  • 6 days ago> Amy Westervelt

Hi Amy -- I've replied to the first part of your question within Disqus. Let's hope it
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